**LA CASA NUESTRA** will provide residents with a unique and exciting opportunity to practice and improve their Spanish in their daily living and to explore many aspects of the vibrant cultures of the Spanish-speaking world. House residents pledge to interact in Spanish only, so as to promote a maximally natural and effective learning environment. In-house cultural activities, such as Spanish and Latin cinema, musical

- **Live on campus and participate in a unique Spanish language immersion opportunity!**
- **Learn about Hispanic cultures and improve your language skills.**
- **Open to all undergraduate students with 2-3 years of high school Spanish or 1 year of college Spanish (not restricted to Spanish majors/minors)**
- **The in-house "language pledge" will be supported by UCI Spanish language courses (at various levels) and conversational Spanish instruction.**
- **Supported by the Department of Spanish and Portuguese and Arroyo Vista Housing.**

If you are interested in living in this theme house or have any questions, please contact the Sponsor:

Santiago Morales-Rivera -- s.morales@uci.edu

If you have any questions regarding the Continuing Student Housing Process specifically, please contact the AV Housing Office at avoffice@uci.edu